ABSTRACT Gene conversions and crossing over were analyzed along 10 intervals in a 405-kb region comprising nearly all of the left arm of chromosome VII in Saccharomyces cerevisiae. Crossover interference was detected in all intervals as measured by a reduced number of nonparental ditypes. We have evaluated interference between crossovers in adjacent intervals by methods that retain the information contained in tetrads as opposed to single segregants. Interference was seen between intervals when the distance in the region adjacent to a crossover was Ͻ‫53ف‬ cM (90 kb). At the met13 locus, which exhibits ‫%9ف‬ gene conversions, those gene conversions accompanied by crossing over exerted interference in exchanges in an adjacent interval, whereas met13 gene conversions without an accompanying exchange did not show interference. The pattern of exchanges along this chromosome arm can be represented by a counting model in which there are three nonexchange events between adjacent exchanges; however, maximum-likelihood analysis suggests that ‫%21-8ف‬ of the crossovers on chromosome VII arise by a separate, noninterfering mechanism. I N meiosis, recombinational repair of double-strand independence of crossing over in two monitored intervals. Interference can also be measured by a lower-thanbreaks (DSBs) that results in gene conversion is frequently accompanied by crossing over (Fogel and Hurst expected incidence of nonparental ditypes (i.e., fourstrand double crossovers) within a single interval. In 1967), whereas an identical DSB is only rarely crossover associated in mitotic cells (Malkova et al. 1996). In budding yeast, mutations such as zip1, msh4, or mlh1, which reduce crossing over, also appear to eliminate the conmitotic cells, crossovers between homologous chromosomes may lead to disadvantageous loss of heterozygosstraints of interference (Ross-Macdonald and Roeder 1994; Sym and Roeder 1994; Khazanehdari and Borts ity; but in meiosis, crossovers play an important role not only in promoting genetic diversity, but in ensuring 2000). In contrast, mus81 or mms4 mutations reduce exchanges without affecting interference (de los Santos proper chromosome segregation (reviewed by Roeder et al. 2003) . These observations support the idea that 1997; Zickler and Kleckner 1999; Walker and Hawbudding yeast have two pathways leading to crossovers, ley 2000).
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N meiosis, recombinational repair of double-strand independence of crossing over in two monitored intervals. Interference can also be measured by a lower-thanbreaks (DSBs) that results in gene conversion is frequently accompanied by crossing over (Fogel and Hurst expected incidence of nonparental ditypes (i.e., fourstrand double crossovers) within a single interval. In 1967), whereas an identical DSB is only rarely crossover associated in mitotic cells (Malkova et al. 1996) . In budding yeast, mutations such as zip1, msh4, or mlh1, which reduce crossing over, also appear to eliminate the conmitotic cells, crossovers between homologous chromosomes may lead to disadvantageous loss of heterozygosstraints of interference (Ross-Macdonald and Roeder 1994; Sym and Roeder 1994 ; Khazanehdari and Borts ity; but in meiosis, crossovers play an important role not only in promoting genetic diversity, but in ensuring 2000). In contrast, mus81 or mms4 mutations reduce exchanges without affecting interference (de los Santos proper chromosome segregation (reviewed by Roeder et al. 2003) . These observations support the idea that 1997; Zickler and Kleckner 1999; Walker and Hawbudding yeast have two pathways leading to crossovers, ley 2000).
but only one of which imposes interference. Intimately connected to the problem of crossover conHow one recombination event might influence antrol at a single locus is the phenomenon of crossover other, at distances of tens of kilobases in yeast and much or chiasma interference, in which the proportion of greater distances in flies and mammals, is not well unclosely spaced crossovers is lower than what would be derstood. Various models have been proposed to exexpected from a random distribution. Interference is plain interference, ranging from those in which the seen in multifactor crosses that produce fewer double constraint is established at the time the DSB is first recombinants than are expected on the assumption of processed to those in which Holliday junction (HJ) resolvases themselves resolve a fixed number of intermediates as noncrossovers after having first resolved one 1 These authors contributed equally to this work.
intermediate as a crossover (King and Mortimer 1990;  tween homologous chromosomes  and the adjacent interval (arg6-trp2) was 20 cM. In a similar fashion, conversions of his1-1 that were accompa- Borner et al. 2004 ) may also have some aspects of counting, depending on the uniformity of stress along the nied by crossing over nearly completely prevented crossing over in the adjacent his1-2 to arg6 interval (a coeffichromosome axis. Counting models can account for the distribution of crossovers along chromosomes in cient of coincidence of 0.09); this value is much lower than most estimates of interference, where the coeffiNeurospora and Drosophila (Foss et al. 1993; McPeek and Speed 1995; Copenhaver et al. cient of coincidence is between 0.5 and 0.2 (see below). No such strong interference was seen on the opposite 2002), with such models being somewhat more robust than models such as that of King and Mortimer (1990) , side of his1-2, where the flanking markers are more distant; the coefficient of coincidence was not different which envision inhibitory signals spreading from the site of a crossover. A recent study of crossovers in tetrads from 1.0. The striking high negative interference in one case and unusually strong positive interference in anfrom Arabidopsis concluded that the goodness of fit to a counting model was significantly improved by an other could be explained if there were not two recombination events, one a gene conversion within the first interadditional assumption that there are in fact two types of crossovers, one with and one without interference.
val and the other a crossover in the adjacent interval, but rather a single recombination event in which his1-2 One set of exchanges may be related to the establishment of synapsis between homologs and be noninterferwas converted, his1-1 was restored, and a crossover occurred between his1-1 and arg4. Such events are analoing, whereas later crossovers would obey the constraints of interference (Copenhaver et al. 2002) . Similar considgous to those seen among physical intermediates of recombination involving a marker that could not be readily erations appear to apply to crossovers in humans (Housworth and Stahl 2003) . Hence there would be a "sprinkmismatch corrected (Allers and Lichten 2001a,b) .
To determine whether gene conversions without an ling" of (perhaps) randomly distributed exchanges that would appear as closely spaced double crossovers in excess associated crossing over in yeast are indeed different in their ability to exert interference from gene conversions of the strict rules imposed by the various models.
The idea that the majority of noncrossovers might with crossing over, we created a well-marked chromosome arm from which we could obtain detailed informaarise in a mechanistically different fashion from crossovers has its roots in studies of gene conversion by tetrad tion about gene conversions, crossing over, and interference. We chose a 405-kb interval including most of the analysis in several fungi. Stadler (1959) , studying Neurospora, first noted that only those gene conversions that left arm of chromosome VII, which we divided into 10 intervals, using a set of auxotrophic and other markers were accompanied by crossing over caused crossover interference in adjacent intervals; that is, gene converisolated in the Y55 strain background (McCusker and Haber 1988b) . Three drug-resistance markers and a sions accompanied by crossing over were associated with a reduction in additional crossovers in the next adjacent nutritional marker (URA3) were introduced by gene targeting. One of these markers, met13-Y1E, shows a siggenetic interval, whereas gene conversions resolved as noncrossovers showed no interference. A similar conclunificant level of gene conversion, ‫,%9ف‬ while three or more flanking markers on each side have 10-fold lower sion was reached by Mortimer and Fogel (1974) for tetrads of Saccharomyces cerevisiae; however, their data levels of non-Mendelian segregation. Thus few tetrads had to be eliminated because flanking markers were are subject to criticism. Two different loci, arg4 and his1, served as the focus of their study. In the arg4 case, they uninformative. From the analysis of Ͼ2500 tetrads we were able to establish that gene conversions with crossconsidered a gene in which there were three heteroallelic markers. If, for example, only arg4-16 exhibited ing over exhibit interference comparable to that seen in the analysis of intergenic crossing over. Gene convergene conversion, then two alleles within the same gene, arg4-17 and arg4-19 (3.3 and 0.2 cM away, respectively), sions not associated with exchange did not perceptibly interfere with crossing over in adjacent intervals. In were considered to be the flanking markers. If, however, arg4-16 and arg4-17 coconverted, then the flanking marker addition we present a description of crossing over along the entire chromosome arm, providing a large database was considered to be thr1, 18 cM away. This shifting frame of reference makes it difficult to assess effects on recomthat can be used to test various models of interference. We find that the fit of the counting model to the distribination in still more distant intervals. Similarly, at the his1 locus, data for conversion of different alleles were bution of crossovers along this chromosome arm is improved by the addition of ‫%21-8ف‬ of noninterfering combined with those from interallelic reciprocal recombination, where all markers segregated 2:2. These data exchanges. contain several unexpected results. First, conversions of his1-2 not associated with exchange led to strong nega-MATERIALS AND METHODS tive interference in the 2.5-cM arg4 to his1-1 interval (that is, a coefficient of coincidence of 3.3 rather than 1.0).
Strains: Diploid strain MAG100 was derived by a series of
There was no such effect on the opposite side, where the auxotrophic and drug-resistant mutations isolated in the homothallic Y55 strain background (McCusker and Haber genetic distance to the flanking marker, arg6, was 11 cM 1988b). The alleles ade5- Y7, lys5-Y2, met13-Y1E, cyh2-Y1, trp5-Y1, by comparing the calculated map distances using the Stahl Lab Online Tools at http:/ /groik.com/stahl/. Tetrads in which and leu1-Y1 have been given Y prefixes to distinguish them from alleles in these genes isolated in other backgrounds. The one of the markers had undergone gene conversion or postmeiotic segregation were excluded from these analyses. Betemperature-sensitive mutation, crl3-2, was previously described (McCusker and Haber 1988a,b) . Heterothallic (ho) haploid cause most markers, except MET13 and URA3, showed very low levels of gene conversion, this did not prove to be a derivatives were constructed by knocking out the HO gene (ho::LEU2). Three drug-resistant markers were introduced by problem.
To compare the distribution of crossovers among individual the methods of Wach et al. (1994) and Goldstein et al. (1999) . The nourseothricin-resistance gene (NAT) was introduced tetrads, tetrads were grouped by the number of apparent crossovers they contain. For example, a tetrad with six parental into YGL131c, ‫6.6ف‬ kb distal to MET13. The hygromycin B-resistance (HPH) gene was inserted into ORF YGL121c, 6.5 ditype intervals, one tetratype interval, and one nonparental ditype interval has three apparent crossovers. The maximum kb proximal to MET13. The kanamycin-resistance (KAN) gene was inserted in an intergenic region located between nucleonumber of apparent crossovers observed in the data was seven. For each model, the probability of obtaining a tetrad with zero tides 166195 and 166294, based on the chromosome VII DNA sequence of S. cerevisiae posted at the Saccharomyces Genome to six apparent crossovers was calculated using the Poisson distribution and the formula by Mather (1935) ; for the interDatabase (http:/ /genome-www.stanford.edu/Saccharomyces/). The final strain, MAG100, shown in Figure 1 , was constructed ference-only case we used the formulas of Bailey (1961) and . The probability distribution developed by from two haploids of genotype MATa ura3-Y1 ade5-Y7 LYS5 MET13 HPH CYH2 crl3-2 trp5-Y1 leu1-Y1 and MAT␣ ura3-Y1 Copenhaver et al. (2002) was used for the two-pathway model. The remaining probability for seven or more apparent cross-
Subsequently, these haploid parents were modified to create overs was used for the last class. The expected number of tetrads in each class is just the total number of tetrads times diploid YFS0407. The long ade5-KAN region was subdivided by inserting URA3 in an intergenic region between CHC1 and the probability of the class. One sees a much better fit using a model that includes interference. The SAS codes used to POX1, deleting nt 107806 to 107906. Similarly, the long HPHcyh2 interval was subdivided by insertion of the BLE (bleomyconduct the statistical analyses assessing the two-pathway hypothesis for chiasma interference and assessing chromatid cin-resistance) marker (Gatignol et al. 1987) Interference is observed in all intervals of the left arm were dissected on YEPD and germinated at 25Њ or 30Њ. Auxotroof chromosome VII: Two different diploids, MAG100 and phic markers were scored by replica plating to standard nutri-YFS0407, were analyzed ( Figure 1A ). In MAG100 (set tional drop-out media lacking one amino acid. The tempera-II), the 405-kb left arm of chromosome VII was subditure-sensitive crl3-2 allele was scored by replica plating to YEPD vided into 9 intervals. In YFS0407 (set I) there were 11 plates subsequently incubated at 37Њ. Resistance to antibiotics was scored by replica plating to YEPD plates containing 10 mg/ml intervals, created by the insertion of the URA3 and BLE cycloheximide, 25 mg/ml nourseothricin, 300 g/ml hygrogenes, but difficulties in scoring the BLE marker led to mycin B, or 300 g/ml kanamycin. a consideration of only 10 intervals. Set I includes 2076
Tetrad analysis and calculation of interference: Tetrad data complete tetrads; set II contains an additional 1451 tetwere analyzed using MacTetrad, version 6.9 written by Jonarads. Overall, the results from the two diploids were than Greene, Warren Voth, and David Stillman. Map distances quite similar (Table 1A) , but there were some systematic between markers were calculated by the formula of Perkins (1949) , where map distance (in centimorgans) ϭ 100([6NPD ϩ differences that obliged us to treat the two data sets
, where PD, NPD, and TT stand separately. The map lengths for the 9 elementary interfor parental ditype, nonparental ditype, and tetratype, respecvals in set II are all greater than those in set I, and for tively. Perkins's formula is valid in the absence of chromatid 4 of the intervals the differences are significant (Stahl interference for intervals in which the number of exchanges Lab Online Tools). These intervals are lys5-NAT, HPHgreater than two is negligible. Interference was determined in two ways. First, interference within a single genetic interval cyh2, cyh2-crl3, and trp5-leu1. We do not know the origin was identified when the observed number of NPD tetrads was of these differences, but suspects are the BLE and URA significantly lower than that expected on the basis of the forgenes inserted in the set I diploid; there may also be
)] (Papazian 1952), where differences in the way cells were grown and sporulated TT is the fraction of tetratype asci. Second, interference bein the two laboratories that collected these sets of data.
tween crossovers in two intervals was determined by comparing the distribution of tetrad types (PD, NPD, and TT) in an adAs shown in Table 1B , MET13 showed a substantial jacent interval for the case when the initial interval exhibited level of gene conversion (8.9%) whereas other markers either a TT or NPD pattern (indicative of crossing over) or a experienced gene conversion at levels ranging from 1.3 PD pattern (taken as indicative of no crossing over). These two to 0.3%, except for URA3 in set I, which had 6.3% gene distributions were compared by chi-square ( 2 ) tests using the conversion.
interactive chi-square site at http:/ /faculty.vassar.edu/lowry/ VassarStats.html. The crossover distribution was also evaluated Generally, the map distances are consistent with those reported previously, as summarized in the chromosome tetrad types in an adjacent interval (PD, NPD, or TT) for those that were either noncrossovers or crossovers in VII genetic map of the Saccharomyces Genome Database. The overall genetic map, adding up each of the the first interval . This approach retains the information contained in tetrads that is lost when the data are renine intervals, indicates that there were 3.31 crossovers/ meiosis (165.7 cM for set I), or 2.44 kb/cM. For set II duced to an analysis of single segregants. As an example, consider Table 3A , in which the interval under considerthere were 3.88 crossovers/meiosis (194.1 cM), or 2.09 kb/cM. Compared to the physical distances of the interation is the centromere-adjacent trp5-leu1 region. We chose all tetrads in this interval in which there was evivals, we find that there are no exceptionally "hot" or "cold" intervals. The values ranged from 1.6 to 3.5 kb/ dence of crossing over (TT ϩ NPD) and analyzed all of these tetrads for the distribution of tetrad types in cM (Table 1A) .
All of the intervals examined showed significant crosseach of the other intervals defined by adjacent markers (hereafter called elementary intervals). These results over interference. In all but the two smallest intervals (NAT-MET13 and MET13-HPH), for which there were were compared with the distribution of tetrad types in the same intervals when there was no detected crossover not enough data, this was evident from the reduced number of NPDs compared to the expected value, calcuevent in the trp5-leu1 interval (PD). The significance of the difference in the distributions of tetrad types in lated from the equation of Papazian (1952) . These data are shown in Table 2 . The ratios of observed numbers adjacent intervals was then determined by contingency 2 tests. We also calculated the map distances for each of NPD to the expected value were generally between 0.1 and 0.33. Statistical uncertainties around the small of these cases, using Stahl Lab Online Tools, which test for the significance of differences between map lengths numbers of NPDs observed for the HPH-cyh2 interval render the values for that interval unreliable.
calculated from tetrad types. By the 2 test, the P-value in set I (0.034) suggests that interference extends into Crossover interference can also be determined in a three-or four-factor cross by comparing the observed the cyh2-crl3 interval as well (Table 3A) . This conclusion is supported by the observation that the difference in number of double crossovers to that expected on the assumption of no interference. We detected interferthe calculated map lengths is also statistically significant for both data sets. For intervals further removed, interence by first choosing an interval and identifying tetrads that were PD vs. those that contained a crossover (TT ference was not detected. This approach allowed us to examine the relatively and NPD). Then, we compared the distributions of all (1) 0:4 (2) 4:0 (2) a To determine the map length in each elementary interval along chromosome VII, 2076 four-spore tetrads (set I) and 1451 four-spore tetrads (set II) were scored. The centromere is to the right. Those tetrads exhibiting non-Mendelian segregation of either marker defining a given interval are not included. Map distances and standard errors in centimorgans (cM) were calculated with the aid of Stahl Lab Online Tools (http:/ /groik.com/stahl/), on the basis of the formula cM ϭ 100 ϫ (TT ϩ 6NPD)/2(PD ϩ NPD ϩ TT), which assumes that all intervals are subject to no more than two crossover events. Physical distances were determined from data in the Saccharomyces Genome Database (http:/ / genome-www.stanford.edu/Saccharomyces/).
b Non-Mendelian segregations observed in the 2076 analyzed tetrads of set I and the 1451 tetrads of set II (entered as set I/set II). For Frequency and for Other, data from the two sets are combined.
small interval between NAT and HPH (ignoring what sets of data. The extent, or reach, of interference to the left and to the right of each selected interval in which occurred at the MET13 locus between these two drugresistance markers; Table 3E ). A crossover between NAT there was crossing over was calculated as the distance between the midpoint of the test interval and the midand HPH caused interference in both adjacent intervals (lys5-NAT and HPH-cyh2). In set I, where map distances point of the most distant interval in which interference was seen, using set I data (Table 4) . For 14 such cases, were somewhat shorter, we could see that interference also extended into the next two adjacent intervals (KANthe mean length over which interference was detected was 30.8 Ϯ 11.8 cM, corresponding to 78.6 Ϯ 29.0 kb. lys5 and cyh2-crl3). It could be that set II failed to detect interference simply because there are fewer tetrads. On These data include five instances in which interference extended beyond the last marker used in the analysis the other hand, it could be because interference falls off with linkage map distance, not with physical distances. and thus the mean "reach" of interference will be somewhat larger. The longest genetic length over which interIn a similar fashion, we see that crossovers in each selected interval exert interference on the immediately ference was seen was 60.7 cM; the longest physical distance over which there was interference was 154.2 kb, adjacent intervals, but not necessarily over a longer distance. We summarize the genetic distance over which about one-third of the chromosome arm. The shortest genetic distances over which interference was confined interference could be detected in Table 4 , which shows the length of the intervals on either side of a selected were 17.3 and 18.7 cM; in these two cases, interference did not extend another 21.2 or 20.5 cM (or another interval, containing crossovers (TT or NPD), over which interference could be detected in at least one of the two 53.7 or 64.0 kb), respectively. The ratios observed NPD:expected NPD, with standard errors, were calculated with the aid of Stahl Lab Online Tools( http:/ /groik. com/stahl/) according to the formula of Papazian (1952), for which ratios significantly less than unity demonstrate interference (see materials and methods). Gene conversions without exchanges are noninterfercrossovers would be just as likely to interfere with adjacent crossover events as gene conversions that are acing: In some models of recombination, all gene conversions arise from a common process in which Holliday companied by crossing over. If, however, gene conversions arising without an associated crossover occur by a junctions are resolved. The act of resolving these intermediates might be the signal that is transmitted along mechanism that is distinct from one that leads to gene conversions with crossovers, then the two types of events the chromosome axis, resulting in interference. In this case, one might imagine that gene conversions without might have quite different effects on interference. Among 3527 tetrads pooled from set I and set II, among crossover MET13 conversions than among noncrossovers. This difference could be due to positive inthere were 311 MET13 conversions that could be scored as crossovers or as noncrossovers for the flanking markterference between crossover MET13 conversions and crossing over in the neighboring interval, or it could ers. In 145 of those tetrads (46.6%), the conversions were crossovers for NAT-HPH. The data in Table 5 dembe due to negative interference between noncrossover MET13 conversions and crossing over in the neighonstrate that the map length for the lys5-NAT interval, adjacent to the NAT-HPH interval, is significantly lower boring interval, as discussed in the Introduction. We can distinguish these by comparing the map distances of tetrad types or estimated map distances for the crossover vs. noncrossover MET13 conversions. However, we in Table 5 with the corresponding map distances for the entire data set (average of sets I and II in Table 1 ).
note that when all crossovers in the NAT-HPH interval were analyzed, there was clear interference in both lys5-For the crossover MET13 conversions, that ratio is 0.39, indicative of positive interference. For the noncrossover NAT and HPH-cyh2 adjacent intervals (Tables 3 and 4) . Random-spore analysis of MET13 gene conversions: MET13 conversions, the ratio is 1.03, a value that fails to support the observation of Mortimer and Fogel
It was possible that a larger number of MET13 gene conversions might increase the statistical significance of (1974) that suggested there is negative interference between noncrossover conversions and nearby crossing any interference in the HPH-cyh2 interval. To address this possibility, we crossed the MET13-containing hapover. In the other adjacent interval (HPH-cyh2), we failed to see a significant difference in the frequencies loid parent of diploid MAG100 with an isogenic strain Numerals 1 and 2 refer to data sets I and II, respectively. When both tests for interference were significant (see materials and methods), the numeral is shown in italics. Row headings correspond to Table 3 , A-J, whereas the column headings correspond to the entries in Table 3 . (The entries for ade5-KAN from set I do not appear in Table 3 .) Reach L and Reach R indicate the distances over which interference was detected, by one or both tests in set I, to the left and right in the table. Distances were measured from the middle of the test interval to the middle of the most remote interval in which the interference was detected by one or both tests. The sporadic examples of significant positive interference, separated from the intervals showing interference around the selected interval, in Table 3 , were not more frequent than expected by statistical fluctuation and were not entered in this table. Similar examples of apparent negative interference in Table 3 , of comparable frequency, are not entered in this table.
carrying the met13-5 allele (J. McCusker and J. E. Haber, that were ade5 vs. ADE5, as expected for a marker very far away on the same chromosome arm. Among the 945 unpublished data), which recombines with met13-1 to produce MET13 prototrophs. The diploid was sporu-MET13 spores, 466 (49.4%) were associated with a NAT-HPH crossover, in good agreement with the frequency lated and asci were digested with 2% ␤-glucuronidase (Sigma, St. Louis) to produce random spores, which of 46.6% obtained from dissected tetrads. Considering only the 479 noncrossover cases, 370 (77.2%) apparwere plated on medium lacking methionine. A total of 945 MET13 spores were analyzed and scored for markers ently involved gene conversion of met13-1 (linked to NAT) and the remainder were conversions of met13-5. on chromosome VII as well as for mating type. All the spores were apparently haploid, on the basis of their Among the MET13 random spores that were crossover associated, we found statistically significant interference ability to mate. There was an almost 1:1 ratio of spores Table 1 . b Significance of the difference between the estimated map lengths for the crossover and the noncrossover met13 conversions (see materials and methods). Ϫ Hph ϩ ) for the flanking markers. The inequalities in both the crossover and noncrossover classes suggest that 78% of Met ϩ spores are the result of conversion of met13-1. This bias is expected from the sign and magnitude of the slope of the conversion gradient at the MET13 locus, where met13-5 is at the low-conversion end ( J. McCusker and J. E. Haber, unpublished data).
a A comparison of MET13 prototrophic random spores derived from a met13-1/met13-5 diploid (first two columns) with equivalent segregants obtained by treating the 1451 tetrads in set II as individual spores (last two columns). Only NAT-containing spores were counted so that crossover and noncrossover events were counted only once, to permit statistical comparisons with the random Met ϩ spore data.
in both the lys5-NAT and HPH-cyh2 intervals (Table 6) . Dernburg et al. 1996; McKim et al. 1998) , an initial set of DSB repair interactions between homologous chroIn contrast, there was no notable interference, either positive or negative, exerted by MET13 gene conversions mosomes may be required to promote chromosome pairing and to permit subsequent recombination events that were not crossover associated. We also treated the complete tetrads of set II as if they were random spores, between homologs. Stahl et al. (2004) have suggested that exchanges resulting from early DSB repair might selecting all segregants that carried NAT and either did or did not carry HPH (the diploid MAG100 carries the not show interference. To examine this question, we first determined the pattern of recombination in each tetrad same markers as the diploid used for random spore analysis). Here, too, we found that those unordered (available as supplementary data at http:/ /www.genetics. org/supplemental/). We then applied the maximum-likespores containing a NAT-HPH crossover exerted interference on both the lys5-NAT and HPH-cyh2 intervals.
lihood analysis approach presented by Copenhaver et al. (2002) , based on the assumption that crossovers would be We therefore conclude that MET13 gene conversions, accompanied by a crossover between NAT and HPH, a mixture of those distributed by a mechanism imposing interference (the counting model), and the remainder exert interference on both adjacent intervals.
Evidence for a class of noninterfering crossovers amid distributed without interference. A likelihood-ratio test was conducted to determine many interfering crossovers: (Copenhaver et al. 2002) suggested that there may be two types of crossover events whether a model for crossing over that included two pathways, one subject to interference and one not subin meiosis, only one of which causes interference. In the absence of pairing sites that are seen in flies and worms ject to interference, fits the yeast tetrad data better than the model that includes only interference (see Copen- (Hawley 1980; Rose et al. 1984; Villeneuve 1994; haver et al. 2002 for the mathematical details of the rads for which the likelihood ratio is aberrantly large. The predicted distribution of crossovers per tetrad for analysis). The yeast strains used in the Haber and Stahl the two-pathway model is shown in Figure 1 . labs differed, and the results for the analyses on the From the data of set II, based on the analysis of 1337 separate data sets are statistically significantly different.
tetrads, we calculate that m ϭ 3 and p ϭ 0.12 (signifiThus, we consider the data sets individually. Further, cance Ͻ0.01). For this analysis, we discarded not only since the mathematical model views gene conversions the tetrads with gene conversions at any marker but also as point events that would not be observable, we threw 8 tetrads that had adjacent NPDs. While not all adjacent out all tetrads with any markers that did not segregate nonparental ditypes are necessarily in error, a few of 2:2. While it is also possible to view non-2:2 segregating these are likely to be in error and those few greatly but markers as "missing data" and use all the tetrads in the erroneously increase the significance of the likelihoodanalysis, the computation with missing data is much ratio test conducted. Since we cannot verify these tetrads more complicated, mainly because the significance of genetically, we conservatively chose to discard them. the results must be computed via simulation. For the The strong statistical support for the two-pathway hyanalysis, we used the markers ADE5, KAN, LYS5, NAT, pothesis remains even after we additionally throw out HPH, CYH2, CRL3, TRP1, and LEU1 (i.e., we did not the top 4 remaining tetrads supporting the two-pathway use the markers MET13 or URA3).
hypothesis. Prior to the analysis reported below, tetrads from set Thus from both sets of data, we estimate that, ac-I that were determined to be highly unlikely under cording to a counting model, there would be three either the interference-only or two-pathway recombinaintervening noncrossovers for each crossover. In addition models were reexamined genetically and all were tion, the best fit is achieved if there are an additional determined to be misscored. These tetrads were then 8 and 12% of crossovers that are noninterfering. entered correctly and used in the analyses throughout Finally, both data sets were analyzed for chromatid the article. A rescoring of 200 randomly chosen tetrads interference, to ask if there was a bias in the proportions gave an overall tetrad-scoring error rate of ‫.%2ف‬ Not of double crossovers that occurred between two, three, all misscored tetrads lead to aberrantly large likelihoodand four chromatids. We used the method described ratio values. However, a few do because misscoring can by . Because their algorithm takes time lead to tight double recombinants, which are more likely that grows exponentially with the number of intervals under the two-pathway model than the interferenceconsidered, we broke the eight intervals into three only model of recombination. Thus, in the analysis begroups of four intervals: the first four, the middle four, low, we consider not only the results of the analysis of and the last four. While not ideal, this approach minithe data, which most likely contain some errors, but mizes the number of separate analyses while being comalso how many tetrads of the sort that lend the greatest putationally tractable. There is no evidence of chromasupport to the two-pathway hypothesis we can discard tid interference (P-value Ͼ0.10 in all cases), justifying from each data set and still retain statistical support for our use of Perkins's and Papazian's equations for estithe two-pathway hypothesis. If the statistical support for mating map length and for detecting chiasma interferthe two-pathway hypothesis does not depend on only a ence, respectively. few tetrads, then the results are more robust against data entry errors.
DISCUSSION
For the data of set I, the analysis is based on 1957 tetrads. The maximum-likelihood estimate of the interWe have analyzed crossing over and interference ference parameter (which can be interpreted biologialong a 405-kb interval including nearly all of the left cally as the number of noncrossover DSB repair events arm of chromosome VII. These data provide for the that are required to occur between crossovers) is m ϭ first time a sufficiently large set of tetrads from which 3. The maximum-likelihood estimate of the proportion it is possible to analyze the general distribution of crossof all crossovers that are in the interference-free pathway overs and their relationship to gene conversion and is p ϭ 0.08. The two-pathway model fits significantly interference. The intervals along this chromosome arm better than the interference-only model (significance are relatively uniform, with no exceptionally hot or cold Ͻ0.01 as determined through simulations). The supregions, unlike the well-studied chromosome III, where port for the two-pathway hypothesis does not depend the number of kilobases per centimorgan can vary by on only a few tetrads. If we throw out the top 1% of more than fivefold for intervals of comparable distance tetrads, which have the greatest likelihood ratio supportto those studied here (Baudat and Nicolas 1997) . ing the two-pathway hypothesis, the remaining tetrads Moreover, some intervals on chromosome III show little still give statistically significant support to the two-pathor no interference, whereas all intervals tested on chroway hypothesis (significance Ͻ0.05 as determined mosome VII show approximately a two-to threefold through simulations). That is, the support for the twodisparity in the observed and expected numbers of double crossovers. Evidence of a nonrandom distribution pathway hypothesis does not depend on only a few tet-of crossovers is seen in Figure 1B , where the observed Molecular mechanisms governing crossing over and interference: The double-strand break repair (DSBR) number of exchanges in set I is compared with that expected from a Poisson distribution of an average of model of Szostak et al. (1983) provided a robust framework for thinking about the molecular events leading 3.3 exchanges per chromosome arm. From these data we draw several important conclusions.
to crossing over in meiosis.
A key feature of this model was the formation of dHJs. First, gene conversions that are not accompanied by crossing over are not interfering, whereas analogous
The existence of fully ligated dHJs was demonstrated in S. cerevisiae Kleckner 1994, 1995) . gene conversions that are associated with a crossover impair crossing over in adjacent intervals. This observaImplicit in the Szostak et al. model is that there should be two outcomes of a DSB repair event-gene conversions tion confirms the conclusion made by Mortimer and Fogel (1974) , but places the conclusion on a firm statisassociated with crossing over and gene conversions without crossover-and that these two outcomes should aptical footing. The lack of interference from noncrossover gene conversions suggests that the mechanism that pear simultaneously. It is also possible that DSBR can occur via dHJs that are not fully ligated (Cromie and leads to noncrossover outcomes may be fundamentally different from that producing crossovers. This concluLeach 2000). Such structures may not be stable even when DNA is treated with cross-linking agents. Unlision supports the genetic and physical analyses of gene conversions (Porter et al. 1993 et al. (2003) proposed that unligated strandinvasion intermediates arising early during strand exarise by synthesis-dependent strand annealing rather than the cutting of double Holliday junctions (dHJs).
change could be resolved to produce crossovers without generating stable dHJ intermediates. In contrast, gene conversions with exchange appear to require cutting of a pair of Holliday junctions.
Recently, investigations of meiosis in S. cerevisiae have suggested that the processes of gene conversion and crossSecond, gene conversions associated with crossing over cause interference similar to that caused by crossing over are more complex, as there are several different mechanisms that may simultaneously or sequentially overs in the same interval that are not associated with gene conversion. It is likely, given the isogenic origin produce both noncrossover and crossover outcomes. For example, in an ndt80 mutant strain, where expresof the chromosomes used in these experiments, that there are few, if any, additional mismatches in these sion of later meiotic genes is prevented, noncrossovers were unperturbed but crossovers were greatly reduced intervals other than those identified by mutations and the insertion of the heterologies of the drug-resistance and dHJs remained unresolved (Allers and Lichten 2001a,b) . Moreover, during ectopic interhomolog meimarkers. Hence, those intervals in which there is crossing over, but no detectable gene conversion, may not otic recombination, noncrossover products appeared prior to crossovers in wild-type cells; in fact, noncrosshave experienced mismatch repair at all. If we remove from Table 3E the instances in which NAT-HPH crossovers appeared at the same time that dHJs could first be detected (Allers and Lichten 2001a,b) . Taken toovers were accompanied by a gene conversion of MET13 and examine only tetrads in which MET13 segregated gether, these data provide evidence that there are at least two pathways of meiotic recombination, one that 2:2, the distributions of tetrad types in the adjacent LYS5-NAT and HPH-CYH2 intervals are statistically indisdoes not proceed through intermediates containing dHJs, producing noncrossovers, and a second process tinguishable from those seen in Table 5 , examining only those tetrads that had a MET13 gene conversion. We in which dHJs are formed, leading primarily, if not exclusively, to crossovers. conclude that crossover interference is apparently not detectably influenced by mismatch correction associNoncrossover outcomes of gene conversion might frequently result from an alternative DSBR mechanism ated with gene conversions.
Third, we detected interference over distances varytermed synthesis-dependent strand annealing (SDSA; Nasmyth 1982; McGill et al. 1990; Gloor et al. 1991 ; ing from ‫02ف‬ cM to Ͼ40 cM (100 kb), which is about one-quarter of the total length of the chromosome arm.
Pâques and Haber 1999; Allers and Lichten 2001b). SDSA mechanisms differ from the Szostak et al. (1983) We cannot distinguish whether genetic or physical measures of distance best describe the attenuation of intermodel in that resolution of bimolecular intermediates does not involve cutting of dHJs, and the donor chromaference, because the ratio of centimorgan to kilobase does not vary considerably, although a previous analysis tid emerges from the interaction unaltered. Genetic evidence supporting such mechanisms has been found in of data from Drosophila suggested that genetic distance rather than physical distance provides the better basis both mitotic and meiotic cells (Nasmyth 1982; McGill et al. 1990; Gloor et al. 1991; Porter et al. 1993 ; Belfor analysis Moreover, in budding yeast meiosis, there appears to occurs prior to the formation of stable strand exchange intermediates and independent of the formation of the be more than one mechanism to generate crossovers. Mutations in S. cerevisiae that eliminate the synaptonesynaptonemal complex (Borner et al. 2004 ). This conclusion is supported by the finding that Zip2 protein mal complex proteins Zip1p, Zip2p, or Zip3p; the crossover control proteins Msh4p, Msh5p, or Mlh1p ; the assembles at sites of synapsis in a nonrandom fashion even in the absence of the formation of the complete helicase Mer3p; and the exonuclease Exo1p all cause an approximately twofold decrease in crossing over, synaptonemal complex, and that Zip2 is preferentially associated with sites of crossing over (Borner et al. 2004 Borner et al. 2004) . Without these so-called ZMM proteins (Borner et al. 2004) , recombination intermediKeeney (2004) have found an apparent crossover homeostasis in a Spo11 mutant that reduces crossing over ates that would normally become crossovers are apparently recovered as noncrossovers; and the remaining more than twofold, in that the number of Zip3 foci is not reduced. One interpretation of these results postucrossovers do not exhibit interference. Recently, de los Santos et al. (2003) have provided evidence for a second lates that the designation of some sites to be preferentially resolved as crossovers may be related to changes crossover-producing pathway, by demonstrating that Msh4/Msh5-independent crossovers in budding yeast in chromosome or chromatin structure early in the recombination process (Borner et al. 2004) . Recently meiosis depend on the Mus81-Mms4 endonuclease. The absence of Mus81-Mms4 does not affect interference. Stahl et al. (2004) extended the previous suggestion ) that several DSBs may be assembled into Copenhaver et al. (2002) suggested that, in yeast, as well as mammals and green plants, there are two rounds clusters in which one of the DSBs is nonrandomly selected to be resolved as a crossover. This suggestion of DSBR. The rationale for two different crossover pathways stems from the observation that, unlike worms and applies the ideas of a counting model to an earlier step in DSBR. flies, S. cerevisiae apparently lacks meiotic chromosome pairing sites that can be used to bring homologous chroAnalysis of interference by chi-square (counting) models : We have analyzed these data in terms of a counting mosomes into intimate alignment to promote meiotic recombination (Hawley 1980; Rose et al. 1984 ; Dern-(chi-square) model, modified to allow for the sprinkling of a proportion of noninterfering crossovers that were burg et al. Villeneuve 1994; McKim et al. 1998) . In this view, one set of presumably early recombination engaged in the initial synapsis of homologs (Copenhaver et al. 2002; Stahl et al. 2004) . As shown in Figure  events will be used for the purpose of synapsing homologous chromosomes and is not part of the subsequent, 1, this model provides a good description of the crossover distribution seen in S. cerevisiae as it does in other larger set of recombination events that are subject to interference. Stahl et al. (2004) have suggested that those organisms (Copenhaver et al. 2002; Housworth and Stahl 2003) . In budding yeast, crossovers leading to organisms that rely on DSB repair rather than pairing sites for synapsis also have two different recombination interference depend on Msh4, Zip1, and other ZMM proteins. The absence of one or more of these proteins machineries, one of which includes the Rad51p homolog Dmc1p plus two additional proteins, Mnd1p and Hop2p.
reduces crossing over on average about two-to threefold; but in some intervals, the reduction is more severe. This trio of proteins is lacking in flies and worms, which have pairing sites. The initial round of DSBR promotes A prediction of the modified counting model is that, on chromosome VII's left arm, with only 8-12% noninsynapsis; crossovers arising from those intermediates are independent of ZMM proteins and do not exhibit interterfering crossovers, the absence of Msh4 should reduce crossovers to this low value. Evidence presented in the ference. A subsequent round of DSBR generates crossovers that are dependent on the ZMM proteins and accompanying article ) appears compatible with this conjecture, as a msh4 mutation reduces display interference.
How interference is established among the different crossing over in the met13-cyh2 and cyh2-trp1 intervals to ‫%02ف‬ of wild-type levels. pathways leading to crossovers and noncrossovers is still unknown at the molecular level. Recently, several artiAccording to a counting model, if one selects noncrossovers in a particular interval, one should expect cles have appeared concerning how interference is imposed during meiotic recombination in budding yeast.
that the next adjacent interval would have a greater probability of an exchange than an interval selected at An analysis of the effect of ZMM mutations on the formation of molecular intermediates and on crossing over random, i.e., negative interference. In Table 6 we examined crossovers and noncrossovers obtained both from has led to the conclusion that the decision whether a given recombination event will be resolved as a crossover random spores and from tetrads. In both cases, spores
